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In this ebook we’ll show you exactly how to execute a powerful online marketing strategy for your spa that makes it easy to 
connect with new leads, turn them into customers, and build ongoing relationships to generate repeat business.  

We’ve worked with thousands of businesses just like yours. In doing so we’ve refined a system for doing online marketing 
to consistently drive new and repeat customers at a profit, all in a manageable timeframe and without sending you back to 
school.

Stop spending all of your time, resources and money on marketing your business, and get back to doing what you love - 
running your business and providing an amazing service for your customers.

By reading this ebook, you’ll learn how to get more sales and increase your business profits. We’ll walk you through the 
steps of:

1. Capturing leads with optimized landing pages

2. attracting new customers using online advertising

3. recovering lost leads with ad retargeting

4. nurturing leads with email automation

5. measuring your results and improving your roi
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intro to online marketing:

not only does online marketing and promotion of your 
spa allow you to reach a larger audience than you 
possibly can with traditional avenues, it allows you to 
measure your RoI - meaning that you can track and know 
how much value you’re getting for every dollar you’re 
spending.

It’s a whole new world.

That world is focused around five basic strategies, and 
this guide will take you through them step by step:

•	 #1: Create an online lead-generating campaign 
- The first step in successful online marketing is 
generating qualified leads who are genuinely 
interested in your service and products. We’ll walk 
you through how to make a lead or customer-
generating marketing campaign for your business.

•	 #2: attract new leads with online advertising 
- online advertising is the most effective cost-per-
value method of reaching new customers. It works 
to reach a whole new world of consumers and drive 
traffic to your lead generation campaign. We’ll show 

you how to do this with highly-targeted Google 
adWords and facebook ads.

•	 #3: recover lost leads with ad retargeting - 
another massive advantage of online advertising is 
the ability to retarget a lost customer. Retargeting 
works by following your landing page visitor around 
the internet. It works to recapture bounced traffic 
and generate leads or customers. We’ll show you 
how. 

•	 #4: nurture leads with email automation - Your 
campaign success results in new email leads. We’ll 
show you how to nurture your potential customers 
into new and repeat customers through a simple 
method of email automation.

•	 #5: measure your results and improve your roi - 
Unlike traditional marketing channels, with online 
marketing, it’s easy to track your KPI’s and tweak 
campaigns to optimize your RoI. We’ll put your 
online marketing efforts into concrete terms (dollars 
and cents) and show you how to optimize your 
marketing return.



chapter 1

get leads to Convert with 
optimized landing pages
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1. what is a landing page?

a landing page is exactly what it sounds like: the page 
within your website that internet traffic “lands” on when 
they arrive from any source. 

They could come from your facebook or Google ads, 
your social media profile, Google search, word-of-mouth 
marketing from one of your loyal customers, or many 
other sources.

2. why is it important?

Your spa’s landing page is the face of your business. an 
un-optimized landing page is like that creepy guy you 
cross the street to avoid. an optimized landing page, on 
the other hand, is like that good friend you haven’t seen 
for a while and run toward when you see their smiling 
face.

not to mention that optimizing your landing page can be 
the difference between financial success and failure.

wait? Financial failure? how?

Consider this:

•	 Your spa’s landing page sees internet traffic of a 
couple thousand a month (let’s say 2500).

•	 Currently, you’re lucky if 10% of those visitors 
convert to a reservation for a massage or treatment.

•	 If their average purchase value is $125 dollars for 
your business, you’re seeing monthly revenue of 
$31,250 from your page.

•	 let’s say you implement one of the strategies I give 
you below. Your page’s conversion rates increase 
by 25% (of 10%), so your new conversion rate is 
12.5%.

•	 This conversion rate change increases your monthly 
revenue to $39,062.50. over the course of the year 
this is almost a $100,000 increase. 

so how about we get optimizing?

In this chapter I’ll give you the five most important things 
that your landing page has to have, and give you real-
world examples of spas that are doing it right (and some 
that really aren’t!). 
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let’s get started!

a unique selling proposition (usp) or Value proposition

as you know, when someone wants to book a spa they first check out all the spas in their area. They bounce from one 
website to another, looking for that one certain thing that sets a spa apart.

This is why your USP is so important. It’s that certain thing. That part of your business, your spa, that is unique to you. 

It could be a sale you’re currently running, a special treatment that’s unique to your spa, or an award that you’ve recently 
won.

For example: 
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Use your USP as your headline. along with your landing 
page image, it should be the first thing that your web 
traffic sees. Your USP and image are what grip your visitor 
and encourage them to read on.

You have about a second to convince your page 
visitor that your website is worth looking into. Unless 
your headline is intriguing, shows value, or promotes 
something they can’t get anywhere else you run the risk 
of that visitor bouncing out and heading to one of your 
competitors.

what i suggest for you:

•	 “City’s only Certified Shiatsu Massage Therapists”

•	 “Get 50% off now through april 14th on couples 
packages”

•	 “We are proud to have been awarded Best Spa for 
the fifth year in a row!”

•	 “free laser hair removal with any bachelorette party 
group booking!”

an image

Your spa’s landing page should evoke comfort and 
relaxation, and a certain amount of desire or envy. In 
order to get these emotions flowing, you have to choose 
a picture that works for you. Put time and energy into this 
image, as it will communicate more to your site traffic than 
any single word, sentence, or even price.

what i suggest for you:

•	 Use warm colors if you want to evoke comfort: red, 
orange and pink

•	 Use cool colors if you want to evoke relaxation and 
cleanliness: pale blue, white and navy
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•	 feature people in your images: This will make your 
spa more relatable, personable and likeable (plus, 
this evokes that slight amount of envy you can aim 
for)

•	 focus your image on one of your USPs: If you’re a 
hotel and spa, feature the comfort of your rooms. If 
you’re a treatment-focused spa, feature an image 
of someone getting a massage or mud wrap. Hot-
springs? You know what to do.

•	 Try a revolving album of 3-5 images: feature 
different parts of what your spa has to offer in each 
image.

a Clear list oF BeneFits or Further links

an image and a USP alone aren’t likely to make your case 
for a conversion. You need to give people a little more 
information, or a couple more links so they can access 
exactly what they want from your landing page.

If you’re focusing your landing page on a single call-to-
action (which I recommend), you should be including 
a few more USPs in list form. avoid paragraphs where 
possible, and make your benefit list succinct and to the 
point.

here’s an example of what i’m talking about:
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what i suggest for you:

•	 “Buy 4 Bikini line Hair Reduction treatments and get 4 Underarm Hair Reduction treatments for free. (added value of 
$276!)”

•	 “Relax with treatments designed just for you”

•	 “Book a full day of relaxation for you and your loved one with our couple’s packages”

•	 “not sure which treatments are right for you? Schedule a consultation with one of our highly trained staff today.“

•	 “We are so honoured to be awarded Gold in the Spa category for acme newspaper’s Best of the City!”

Be sure you put your benefits in list form. Use a single bolded phrase or short sentence to grab the eye and encourage 
skim-readers with a brief description after.

a trust symBol, Customer testimonial or award

let’s be honest here, you aren’t exactly the most trustworthy source when it comes to how amazing your spa is. You have 
a certain vested interest that makes your web traffic somewhat sceptical of everything you say (even if they’re not 100% 
conscious of it).

This is why an outside source - an outside affirmation - is so essential for your landing page.

as you well know, reviews and ratings have become a kind of currency in the online world. no one buys a T-shirt online 
unless it has at least a four star rating. Your spa is no different.
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here’s an example of what i’m talking about:
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what i suggest for you:

•	 Many spas have a “comment book” on their front 
desk or with the concierge. Use the most positive 
comments in this book for your landing page.

•	 Incentivize your review system, offering 10%-off a 
visitor’s next treatment if they’ll give a review and 
take a picture

•	 Pictures are important: attaching a customer 
testimonial to a face has a huge influence on how 
believable that testimonial is.

•	 Use an award you’ve won as your USP (or part of a 
three-part rotating album of USPs and images)

•	 If you have any kind of certification of symbol 
from an authority (i.e. ‘Certified Shiatsu Therapist’) 
include it in your landing page (perhaps next to a 
headshot of the certified therapist themselves

a Call-to-aCtion (Cta)

The point of your landing page should be to encourage a 
single action. for spas, this action will either be to make a 
reservation or view rates. 

Your benefit list, USP, images and customer testimonials 
or endorsements will have sold your site traffic on your 
spa, but unless your CTa is clear, eye-catching and 
obvious they still might bounce.

here’s a (bad) example of what i’m talking about:
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This landing page’s primary CTa (“Book online now”) is hidden amidst other links, an online tour and a mailing list request. 
It’s also the same color as two other links within the same side banner.

I’d seriously recommend that this spa drop the majority of their other links (you can see a “book your spa reservations’ 
hyperlink on the left) on this page, and focus it down onto one single ‘ask’. They could use a top toolbar of tabs to drive 
traffic to other focused landing pages for their online tour, gift card and mailing list. I have no doubt that simplifying this 
landing page would result in increased conversions.

what i suggest for you:

•	 encapsulate your call-to-action in an appealing button

•	 Contrast the color of your CTa button with the rest of your landing page

•	 avoid cluttering your CTa with other nearby links or text

•	 Use simple and persuasive language (for instance, try “View Rates” instead of “Book now”)
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3 examples oF spa landing pages (Built with the wishpond landing page tool)

Coupon landing page:

This page exemplifies the USP and image combination. The two are clearly the most obvious variables on the page, which 
is perfect for a coupon landing page.
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When giving away a coupon, don’t make your landing page too complicated. 

•	 Make the value of engagement clear with a large and central USP

•	 Include an image that communicates relaxation and enjoyment

•	 Include a CTa that makes engagement easy

•	 focus the CTa’s language on value: use “get” instead of “sign up here” to make it about the lead.

and that’s it! Sometimes the simplest pages can have the highest conversions. Don’t get in your own way with distractions 
or too much text.
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subscription landing page:

a landing page that would be within your website itself, the subscription page is all about communicating value. Committing 
to weekly (or monthly) communication is a bit more of an ask than the coupon page above. Value is not so obvious as it is 
with a “25%” off coupon, so you need to drill it home with a benefit list.

for the sake of illustration, we’ve included only four benefits of engagement, but we recommend you have at least six. 

Subscribing to your newsletter allows you to communicate again and again with a lead. Remember, converting a repeat 
customer to a sale is between 300 and 700% cheaper than converting a customer for the first time.
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Booking landing page:

This page incorporates all the most important 
variables in this chapter:

•	 an image that grabs the eye and 
communicates an emotion or feeling

•	 a bold USP that sets you apart from your 
competitors (both “award winning” and 
“stone massage” - which you can’t get 
with every spa)

•	 a bullet-pointed benefit list of 3-4 
benefits - communicating further value to 
engagement, should the lead need it

•	 a customer testimonial, increasing the 
trust that the page’s traffic has in your spa

•	 a clear, contrasting CTa above the fold

These five variables work together to convert a 
lead.



chapter 2

attracting leads using 
online advertising
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online advertising is easily the most effective, targeted and trackable way to advertise. You can analyze exactly who sees 
your ads and how much they are costing you per sale, which is your return on investment (RoI).

You can’t do this with billboard or print advertising. 

In this chapter we’ll explain how you can use two different advertising platforms: Google adWords and facebook ads. We’ll 
show you how to effectively attract new customers for your business, and drive them to your fully optimized landing page. 

1. google adwords (paid searCh ads)

Years ago, if a person wanted to find a spa or massage therapist, they would look in the Yellow Pages, ask a friend or check 
their local newspaper.

Today, where do they go? Google (or to a lesser extent, Bing and Yahoo). 

Google is not only the largest search engine in the world, it’s also the largest advertising audience. Google is where your 
customers go when they’re searching for a thai massage, a nearby gym, where to buy the perfect facial cream, an amazing 
hairdresser and more.  

Getting seen by your local customers at the exact time they are looking is called intent marketing - and it gets sales. 

You want to be found on the first page of Google.

google adwords gives your business the competitive advantage. 
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here are the average Click-through-rates (Ctrs) of the top-positioned ads on google:

That could be your business.

what makes a good google ad:

1: keywords

Choosing your keywords for a Google adWords campaign is one of the most important parts of making an ad that 
converts. Your keywords tell Google what searches you want your ad to be found for. The more relevant they are, the more 
your ad will show to people who want what you’re offering right now. 

Use the keywords that match your customers’ search and your ad will be seen and clicked on. 
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Here’s a few tips to choosing the best keywords for your 
ads:

make keywords relevant - Be sure your keywords match 
the campaign and landing page you’re linking to. 

For example, if you’re promoting a discounted offer for 

new clients, use “discount deal on spas”, “[___ %] off spa 

treatment”, “[type of] massage”, “massage in [location]”)

Be specific - The more specific you make your keywords 
for each of your ad Group Campaigns, the more likely 
you’ll match exactly what your customer wants. The 
better you match customers needs, the more click-
throughs you’ll get to your site. 

For example, if you offer massages, use phrases like “deep 

tissue massage” or “hot stone massage” -  not just “spa”.

think like your customer - Choose keywords your 
customer is typing. Your ad only shows when the 
keywords or phrases you choose are typed into Google 
by your customers. The more you can get inside your 
customers head, the better you’ll do in Google adWords. 

Consider keywords like “Best spa in [your town]” or “Certified 

massage therapy”

think outside the box - Think like your customer, and 
think a little outside the box, too. Use keywords your 
customer would be searching for when they may be 
thinking of your services. 

For example, to reach people who are looking for a way to 

relax, try an Ad Group campaign using keywords like: “how 

to manage stress” or “yoga practices” or even “gift ideas for 

girlfriend”.

use 10 to 20 different search terms per ad group -  The 
cool thing about adWords is that you can run as many 
ad Campaigns and ad Groups as you want - and you can 
use different keywords for each of them.  

advanced tip: Use negative Keywords - negative 
keywords tell Google what word or phrase searches you 
do noT want to be found for. They help to narrow your 
search results. 

For example, if you are a spa and you do NOT do swedish 

massages, make “swedish massage”  one of your negative 

keywords.

for more on Google ad keyword optimization, check out: 
How Do I optimize Keywords for my Google adWords. 

http://blog.wishpond.com/post/78857890040/how-do-i-optimize-keywords-and-roi-for-my-small
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and hey, if this is making your head spin, don’t stress. at Wishpond, we offer you our expertise in choosing the right 
keywords to get your ads seen at the right time by the right customer. 

2: ad Copy

after your Keywords, your ad Copy is what will drive clicks to your landing page. 

You have a Headline and up to 70 characters to convince your searcher to choose your ad link over your competition. 

Your ad Copy is made up of a:

•	 headline  - Your Headline is what shows at the top of your ad. It’s in blue. You have 25 characters (including spaces) 
to write this prominent first impression.

•	 display url - Your Display URl is what searchers see as the page you’re enticing them to visit. It does not have to 
be the exact landing page web address your ad links to, but it should be relevant. You can, for example, include your 
website with the top keyword in your ad Campaign.

•	 description line 1 and description line 2 - You have 35 characters per line for the ‘body’ of your ad Copy, including 
your CTa and USP.

http://corp.wishpond.com/google-adwords-tool/
http://blog.wishpond.com/post/79561253295/12-ways-how-to-write-google-ppc-ad-copy-that-converts
http://blog.wishpond.com/post/79561253295/12-ways-how-to-write-google-ppc-ad-copy-that-converts
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5 Characteristics of High-Converting ad Copy

1. use your top keywords - Be sure to make your ad 
relevant by including at least one or two of your 
ad’s keywords. Google likes this, and so do your 
customers. It shows that you relate to their needs.

2. use a relevant display url - Remember, the link 
that shows up in your ad doesn’t have to be the 
exact website address of your landing page. Keep 
your Display URl short and self-explanatory. 

3. make Ctas that are action oriented and 
irresistible - Keep your Call to actions short action 
words that instill the urge for immediate clicks. If 
you have a time based offer, make it clear in your 
ad.

4. use ad extensions - ad extensions are those blue 
links you see in Google ads. Don’t lose this easy 
opportunity to provide more trust and information. 
Use ad extensions to give contact information, 
your local address, and more landing page offers.

5. promote a Benefit, not a product - like any 
good marketing campaign, you need to show the 

beneficial value of your services. advertising on 
Google is no different. Use your 70 characters to 
entice a click-through by emotionally connecting 
with your searchers. 

Here’s an example of how to promote the benefits of your 
services. The ad shows how the consumer will benefit 
with “Rejuvenate Your Mind, Body & Soul”.

3: location targeting 

Where you are matters to your customers. It matters to 
your bottom line too. 

Be sure to select your location and hone it down further 
through radius targeting. That way you only pay for 
your ad to be clicked by people nearby -  not someone 
halfway around the world. 
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4: ad Budget:

The average Return on Investment for a Google ad is 
$2 for every $1 spent. Yes, Google adWords, done right, 
can double your investment by bringing in tons of new 
customers. 

It’s really easy to set your budget in adWords. all you 
do is put in the total amount you’re willing to spend for 
your ads on a daily basis. You won’t overspend, because 
you’ve capped your daily budget. 

There’s a number of strategic bidding methods you can 
use on Google adWords. The most common strategy is 
CPC (also known as PPC). It’s highly recommended that 
you start with the CPC bidding, as Google adWords is 
complicated enough!

Just in case you’re curious, here’s a breakdown of the top 
three types of bidding you can employ:

ppC/ CpC (pay-per-click/ cost-per-click) is what most 
small business marketers use. Your cost is based on the 
number of clicks on your ad. You can choose manual or 
automatic bidding. CPC is the default costing you see 
when you make your ad.

Cpm (cost-per-impression) is best for branding. You pay 
based on every one thousand views - not the actions 
taken. This option is only available if you are advertising 
in the Google adWords network. 

Note: If you don’t even know what the Google Network is yet, 

I’d highly recommend you start with the PPC option.

Cpa (cost-per-acquisition) is a more advanced bidding 
process. It requires you to have conversion tracking, 
and has a number of other criteria you must meet. You 
cost out your ads based on what you are willing to 
pay for a specified ad conversion. for example, if your 
ad’s destination URl links to a product page on your 
ecommerce site, or an email-gated landing page, Google 
tracks the conversions on your pages. You are charged 
based on each acquisition.

Wishpond can help you determine how much you should 
spend, and how many ads you should run. 

http://www.google.ca/ads/displaynetwork/
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our analytics lets you track your ad performance in real time, and gives you reports on the value of each ad you run. 
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2. FaCeBook ads

But what about when people aren’t searching for spa services? How can you proactively drive new customers who aren’t 
searching for them on Google?

The answer is facebook advertising.

introduction to Facebook ads for spas:

types:

•	 There are three types of facebook ads: side-bar, mobile newsfeed and newsfeed (where these three types of ads 
appear should be pretty self-explanatory).

•	 Side-bar ads are the cheapest and have the lowest average click-through-rates. newsfeed ads are the most 
expensive and have the highest average click-through-rates.
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here’s what they look like on Facebook:

pricing:

•	 There are two primary pricing structures: Pay-Per-Click (PPC or CPC) and Pay-Per-Impression (PPM or CPM) - an 
impression being 1,000 views of your ad.

how many people will see your ad:

•	 How many people see your ad is determined by your targeted audience as well as your ad budget.
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•	 When you create your ad and decide on your 
target audience (more on this later) you will see 
the “Potential Reach” of your advertisement on 
facebook - “Reach” being the amount of people 
who may see your ad.

Facebook ad auction:

•	 Your facebook ad goes into the facebook ad 
auction (thus why you set your “Maximum Bid” 
within the facebook ad builder). 

•	 Within the ad auction, your ad competes against 
other ads for the same targeted audience. How 
much of that target audience your ad is shown to is 
based on your ad budget. 

•	 If your target audience is not within a competitive 
market, the amount you’ll need to bid to reach 
enough of them will be lower.

•	 no matter your bid, your ad will be shown on 
facebook to a portion of its Potential Reach.

objective:

•	 There are eight primary objectives to choose from 
for facebook ads. They are:

•	 Page Post engagement, Page likes, Clicks to 
Website, Website Conversions, app Installs, app 
engagement, event Responses and offer Claims

•	 Depending on the goal of your spa online, you will 
likely be most interested in Page likes, Clicks to 
Website, Website Conversions and offer Claims

Creating a Facebook ad for spas

The focus of any facebook ad is standing out: from the 
rest of the newsfeed and from the other ads on the page.

there are three concrete ways of doing this: 

1. Using color that catches the eye 

2. Using an image that attracts attention 

3. Using a headline that encourages a read-through.
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Colors:

•	 avoid colors that blend in with the facebook color 
scheme (white and dark blue). 

•	 Use bright colors like reds and oranges to catch the 
eye of facebook users. 

•	 While keeping your colors eye-catching, don’t go 
overboard with yellows or colors that clash, as this 
will have a negative effect and plunge your click-
through-rates.

images:

•	 Studies have shown that the most dependable 
image for a facebook ad is of a smiling woman (not 
necessarily a model, but someone relatable)

•	 for your spa, focus on creating a mood. Show a 
warm, muscle-easing bath with candles or the cool, 
soothing blues of your relaxation room.

headlines:

•	 after the image (with the eye-catching color), your 
facebook ad’s headline is the first thing people 

see. It needs to grab them and encourage them to 
read the body copy and engage.

•	 Try the word “free”, dollar values or percentage 
signs

•	 Communicate value quickly and easily

•	 Test using your brand name if you’re focused on 
facebook users in your area who might recognize it

•	 Use your brand name as well if you’re looking only 
for brand awareness. Remember, facebook ads are 
by far the cheapest way to put your logo in front of 
1,000 people (as little as 25 cents, as opposed to 
$32 for a newspaper ad).

examples of ad headlines for your landing page:

1. Get!

2. free full-body Massage

3. 50% off Spa Treatments

4. Vancouver’s #1 Spa 2014

5. Voted Top Shiatsu in 2014
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examples of ad Call-to-actions for your spa:

1. Click here to learn more!

2. Check out the offer here!

3. learn more on our site.

4. Get access now!

5. Treat yourself!

targeting strategies

Targeting is what make facebook ads make sense 
for your business. Unlike Google adWords, nobody 
is actively searching for your spa. This, automatically, 
reduces the chance of a click-through.

However, targeting allows us to combat that inevitable hit 
and bring the return-on-investment from facebook ads 
back to a level that works (and works well) for your spa.

facebook’s unprecedented knowledge of the personal 
information and interests of its users makes it possible to 
advertise directly to the people who are most interested 
in you. not only does this make it easy to find the right 

people to advertise to, but also ensures that you’re not 
spending your marketing dollars advertising to people 
who aren’t likely to become customers.

demographic targeting:

Demographic targeting is where you ensure your ad is 
only shown to your demographic market. There’s no point 
for brick-and-mortar businesses like yours to promote 
your spa to facebook users on the other side of the 
world, or even the other side of the state. 

Remember, showing your facebook ad to anyone who 
isn’t likely to buy from you is a waste of money and ad 
budget. So focus those ads!
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facebook is constantly updating their ad tool, and recently added demographic categories of financial and place of work, 
meaning you can show your ad exclusively to people who make (or don’t make) a certain amount of money or work in a 
certain field.

Pretty cool, huh?

precise and Broad interest targeting:

Precise interest targeting allows you to be sure that only people who are interested in your spa’s services are seeing your 
ad. facebook gets both precise and broad category interests from the things people have liked on the platform, put on 
their timeline, or changed in their profile. as this is all public information, facebook advertisers (that’s you) can use it to 
target your ad audience more specifically than you can imagine.

let’s take a look at an ad audience targeted for your spa:

If this ad’s location was new York, these precise interests would result in a possible ad reach of 146,000 people. With an ad 
budget of 20.00 per day, you’d be looking at anywhere from 44-87 clicks through to your spa’s website.

Broad Category targeting is based on information taken from a person’s facebook Timeline or “about” page. This 
information can be anything from dog or cat ownership, political leaning and favorite sport to relationship status.
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let’s take a look at an ad audience targeted for your spa:

If we took out the specific interests you see above and 
targeted this ad at parents of young children, our ad’s 
reach is down to 32,000 facebook users (in new York 
city). You could expect around 10 clicks through to your 
spa. 

However, if you built an ad focused on “Getting away 
from the kids. You deserve a break!” you might be 
surprised at the return you get. 

Something like this:

Custom audience targeting:

Custom audience targeting allows you to re-capture 
lapsed customers, or re-engage your spa’s clients and 
encourage continued patronage.

here’s how it works:

•	 Import your existing customer emails, contact 
database, or phone numbers into your facebook 
ad Tool

•	 facebook finds the facebook profile that 
corresponds to your customer’s email address

•	 Target a specially-designed facebook ad at this 
custom audience

http://corp.wishpond.com/facebook-ads-tool/
http://corp.wishpond.com/facebook-ads-tool/
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•	 Design your ad to be focused on rewarding loyal 
customers or regaining lost patrons

lookalike audience:

lookalike audiences also target individuals as Custom 
audiences do, but a lookalike audience (rather than being 
focused on your existing contacts) focuses on people 
similar to them.

Yep, that’s right! facebook takes your custom audience 
list and analyzes their profiles. They then scour the 
platform for users with the same demographic details, 
location, and precise and broad category interests. 

With Wishpond’s facebook ad Tool in particular, it’s 
incredibly easy to target a similar audience. Simply click 
“also target people who are similar to people in this list” 

I’d recommend you target your lookalike audience with 
an ad based around an offer, but remember these are 
still users who are unlikely to recognize your brand. Use 
the best-practices I gave above to grab the eye and 
encourage engagement on your ad.

a Few example Facebook ads for spas:
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what makes this ad work:

•	 The word “free” in the eye-catching headline

•	 The question and the dollar value

•	 The call-to-action (“enter to win”)

•	 The image, which parents can relate to and, if 
anything, makes them more stressed

what makes this ad work:

•	 The color red in the image

•	 The percentage sign in the headline

what makes this ad work:

•	 The red, and simplicity, of the ad image

•	 The USP and # sign in the headline

•	 The CTa “Click for this…”

•	 The exclusivity of the deal

Hopefully you’ve got a better understanding of how 
facebook ads can work for your spa. If all this sounds a 
bit complicated, or if you’re experiencing frustration or a 
poor RoI with your own facebook ads, give us a call at 
Wishpond and we’ll give you a hand.

•	 The exclusivity (available through March only)

•	 offering value with the word “get”

http://corp.wishpond.com/vip-demo/
http://corp.wishpond.com/vip-demo/


chapter 3

recover lost leads 
with retargeting
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introduCtion to retargeting

Retargeting (also called remarketing) is a tactic of 
advertising to a person through banner ads if they visit 
your landing page or website without converting. These 
ads are run through multiple ad networks (including the 
Google Display network, openX and others). Retargeting 
tools like Wishpond’s utilizes all of them to allow you to 
access just about every banner ad on the web. In fact, the 
technology we use filters out banner ads on websites that 
have a reputation for click-abuse, click-fraud, or low click-
through rates. 

all this combines to give you the best possible chance of 
regaining lost leads, and advertising to people who visit 
your spa’s landing page but don’t convert.

why do people drop off in the first place?

There are many reasons for this. The one that I see the 
most is that people on the internet like to browse multiple 
options before choosing one (and this is definitely true 
of spas). They spend a few days looking over different 
options multiple times before choosing one. So just 
because they leave your landing page, it doesn’t mean 
they aren’t interested in you or don’t like what you have 

to offer. It just means that they want to compare a few 
options first.

But in that browsing/comparison stage, it’s easy for a 
person to forget about your spa or even just the name or 
website for it. This makes it nearly impossible for them to 
come back to you to complete their purchase. 

If you’re current landing page is converting traffic at only 
2-3%, don’t be concerned, this is normal. It also means 
that unless you use retargeting, 98% of visitors to your 
website don’t return.

how it works:
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•	 Your site traffic enters at the top of your sales funnel

•	 for whatever reason, that traffic decides to jump 
out the side of your funnel

•	 Without a retargeting strategy you lose that traffic, 
maybe forever

•	 With retargeting and banner ads however, that 
traffic doesn’t get too far before being retargeting

•	 Your lost lead is recaptured and brought back into 
their own sales funnel

With banner ads, you know you’re doing everything you 
can to ensure your escaped leads haven’t disappeared 
permanently.

the Basics:

Retargeting with banner ads is available through several 
excellent 3rd party software providers around the web, 
including Wishpond. These providers give you and your 
business a pixel…

•	 You place this pixel (it’s a snippet of coding, also 
called a tag) within your website’s code

•	 any time an internet user finds their way to your 
website (from an ad, a Google search, your social 
media profile, etc) but then bounces before 
converting, they’ll trigger the tag you placed

•	 That tag latches onto their browser as a ‘cookie’ 
(imagine it like a piece of gum they’ve stepped on)

•	 Your retargeting software can then ‘see’ them as 
they move around the web

•	 over a million sites on the internet are part of 
Google’s Display network. When your bounced 
traffic heads over to one of these sites your 
business’ ad will appear (and only for that individual)

http://blog.wishpond.com/post/79269049606/ad-retargeting-fundamentals-of-the-google-display
http://blog.wishpond.com/post/79269049606/ad-retargeting-fundamentals-of-the-google-display
http://corp.wishpond.com/
http://corp.wishpond.com/facebook-ads-tool/
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how to set up retargeting For your spa

With the Wishpond Retargeting Tool, we simplify the 
whole complicated process more than anyone else. 
We make it easy for you, condensing what can be an 
overwhelming experience into just five easy steps:

1. Choose your image size (and therefore the look of 
your ad when it appears on websites as a banner 
ad )

2. Choose where you want your ad to direct people

If you’re running a retargeting campaign from a Wishpond 
landing page,  it’ll already be set up and outfitted with 
a retargeting tag - meaning you don’t have to do any 
coding whatsoever. 

In fact, Wishpond is the first and only landing page 
provider with built-in retargeting software. not only that, 
Wishpond’s landing pages track your bounced traffic 
even if you haven’t paid for retargeting at all, so if you 
ever do want to recapture your lost leads, your list is 
ready for you.

3. provide the url of the ‘conversion page’ (i.e., 
the page that people who do convert are directed 
to). This ensures that your retargeting audience 
doesn’t keep seeing your ads after they’ve already 
completed their reservation with your spa.
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4. decide your retargeting ad spend

Wishpond does the heavy lifting for you, bidding and optimizing your retargeting campaign in the background, so all you 
have to to do is set your daily budget. The rest is taken care of for you.

if you’re unsure what kind of budget will bring your spa results with retargeting, check out our ‘how much should i 
spend’ resource:

and, as always, if you have any questions, feel free to send us an email or give us a call and we can help you out.

http://corp.wishpond.com/vip-demo/
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adVanCed tips: elements and examples oF 
high-ConVerting retargeting Campaigns

Retargeting ads aren’t the same as normal ads. first of 
all, the people that see them are, by definition, already 
familiar with your brand. That said, there are two 
approaches to retargeting ads:

•	 Brand awareness ads

•	 Re-engagement ads

as I mentioned above, most people who bounce from 
your spa’s landing page do so because they’re looking 
around, checking out your competition before making 
their decision.

Because of this, sometimes all you need is a little nudge - 
making your brand more visible than your competitors.

When creating a brand awareness ad, I recommend you 
make your spa’s name, logo, or recognizable image the 
focus of the ad. This ensures the people that see it aren’t 
confused who you are. Having a recognizable image also 
helps your ad to be visible on the page it’s shown.

an example of a brand awareness retargeting ad:

The focus of this ad is clearly the image and the brand 
name - reminding retargeted traffic they were interested 
in the spa previously. a simple USP (like an award won or 
a treatment exclusive to your spa) can also be effective. 
This reminds them of your business, and also reminds 
them of what makes your business unique and worthy.

Re-engagement ads, on the other hand, are all about 
communicating more value than your competitor. 
Whether this is done through an offer, discount, or unique 
selling proposition is entirely up to your business. Test out 
the performance of different ad formats for yourself, and 
watch your analytics within your retargeting tool.
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an example of a re-engagement retargeting ad:

The red and white of this re-engagement ad is great for grabbing the eye of internet users. again, the name of the spa is 
prominent, but no more prominent, necessarily, than the deal offered.

I’d recommend running a retargeting ad like the above to your website traffic who bounced off your pricing page, as 
they’ve probably done so because your services were too expensive. offering 50% off to these bounced leads will increase 
the chance they return. after all, they’re clearly interested in what you have to offer. Make it affordable for them and get a 
customer (and, hopefully, a repeat customer at that).



chapter 4

nurture leads with email 
marketing automation



So after you get a lead from a landing page, what’s next?

Depending on the type of landing page or social lead generating campaign you’ve run, your leads may become customers 
immediately, or you may need to nurture your leads to get them to convert. 

Whatever your campaign objective is, you now need to build your relationship. a first-time customer can easily become a 
repeat customer if you keep them engaged. 

a conversion from a repeat customer costs 3 to 7 times less than a new one!

an extremely cost effective way to keep your prospect connected with your brand - and keep coming back - is with email 
automation campaigns.

1. what are email automation Campaigns?

Contrary to what you might be thinking, email automation can be an extremely personal marketing method - if you do it 
right.

essentially, email automation is a series of timed emails that are sent to people after they’ve performed a specific action. In 
this case, the specific action is giving you their email through your landing page.

email automation is about building customer relationships. Through the automation process, you bring together your 
customer data and all your marketing channels to build increasingly closer ties with your consumer. 

2. how do you use them as a part oF your online marketing to get sales?

once a potential customer has signed up on your landing page, send out a series of 4 - 6 emails. Set up your email 
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automation campaign to send the first email immediately after they’ve signed up.  Then schedule your next emails to send 
out to your leads over the next few days. 
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Segment your email automation campaigns to send out targeted emails. for example, set up different email automations 
for each landing page campaign the email was triggered from. 

Read more about why your small business needs email automation campaigns.

3. how do you set up an email automation Campaign?

When you use a tool like Wishpond’s email automation, it’s very simple to set up a triggered email campaign. Here are the 
five steps you need to take. 

1. Start by going into your Wishpond Dashboard, and clicking “Create an email automation Campaign”

2. name your campaign, and choose who you would like to send your emails to. 

name your campaign so it’s easy to identify - especially if you’ll have more than one person using the Wishpond 
Dashboard.
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http://blog.wishpond.com/post/80784797050/email-automation-what-is-it-and-why-does-your-small


When choosing the list to send your emails to, you have three options:

•	 a landing page, contest or coupon you created through Wishpond

•	 a list of new subscribers

•	 another list of your choosing (you can import your contacts into your Wishpond database)

If you have used a Wishpond landing page template, it’s best to choose the top option. our CRM gives you rich 
segmentation options, and if you want, you can always export your list, too.
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3. next, you start to make your emails.
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Set up your first email to go out immediately (or 1 minute) after the person has signed up on your page.

add your subject line. We make it easy to personalize your line with merge tags, like your user’s first name.

Set up your email’s “from” line, and the email you want to send your campaigns from.
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Create your email copy. You can select from a variety of templates, add images, links and merge tags (to personalize your 
emails).

Be sure to send a Test email, so you can preview your message in your email format. 

advanced tip: If you really want to test it, send it to a variety of email providers (such as your business account, Gmail, 
Hotmail and others).
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4. Go back to the top, and click on “add email”.
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Repeat step 3, to create your second email.

note: Use the email delay to schedule when you’ll send out the next message. 

Repeat as many times as you need for your email automation campaign.

5. once you’re satisfied with your series of emails, all you have to do it click on the “activate Campaign” button, and 
you’re done!

That was easier that you thought, wasn’t it?

let’s take a look at how you can increase your conversion rates…

4. what makes a high-ConVerting email automation Campaign?

Regardless if you are using an email automation campaign, or you’re just sending out regular email updates, there are a 
number of methods to improve your view, open and click-through rate. 

Your subject line and your email copy are what get your emails to convert. 

subject line

Your subject line needs to be effective. It’s one of the first things recipients see in your mail. If it doesn’t catch their eye and 
compel them to open it - your email is going in the junk pile. 

Here’s some tips to get your emails opened:
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make it personal - Use “you” in your subject line, and use 
meta-tags to insert your customer’s name directly in the 
line. 

Example: [name], your day of pampered relaxation awaits

Be specific and to the point - People get hundreds of 
emails everyday. Keep your subject lines to the point, and 
be clear about who you are and what you’re offering.

Example: Redeem your Spas4Life coupon, get an additional 

10% off

show your benefits -  express the benefits you’re giving 
to your customer. If you’re giving a discount, tell this in 
the subject line. If you’re marketing a new product line, 
tell the benefits before your customer decides to delete 
you!

Example: We want you to rest, relax and rejuvenate 

solve a problem - Show how you’re solving a customer 
problem in your subject line. The more you can relate 
the needs and desires of your customer, the more likely 
they’ll take your message further.

Example: Great Mother’s Day gift - a gift card from Spas4Life

ask a question - Hey, we’re people and we have 
inquisitive minds. We like to solve problems too. Get 
your email opened by asking your leads a personalized 
question related to your landing page campaign. It 
will pique your customer’s interest and get your email 
opened.

Example: Feeling Stressed? Come in for a 15 massage on your 

lunch break…

email Copy

once you’ve got the open, you need to get the click 
through and conversion. You also need to keep building 
your relationships to nurture your new leads.

Here’s tips to write email copy that converts:

stay on topic - Write email copy that’s related to your 
landing page campaigns. This means segmenting your 
emails to send out different email automation campaigns 
for each of your marketing pages. 

Be personal and personalized - Use your future 
customer’s name in the email body. Include additional 
personal information you know about them, such as when 
they last visited or what campaign they took part in. (for 
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example, if you gave a coupon, mention the coupon and how they can use it with you.)

make clear Call-to-action(s) (Ctas) - as discussed in previous sections, your CTa needs to stand in your email. Use 
contrasting colors, short action oriented words, and create a sense of urgency to click. 

don’t be salesy, but ultimately get the sale - It’s that old adage “lose the sale to gain the sale”. It applies to social media, 
content marketing, in-store selling and more. It applies to email marketing too. The way to gain sales is by developing 
relationships. Yes, you can upsell and email about your other services and product offerings, but always think of email 
marketing as a method to deepen your customer relationships. Be real, be friendly and be useful in solving your customer 
needs. 

Bonus tip: Personalize your “from” line.  Use your own name and email (not info@yourcompany.com) in your email “from” 
line.

example oF an email automation Campaign For spas

note: When you’re making your email automation campaigns, set up different email chains for each of your landing pages. 
That way you can personalize each set of emails, and increase conversions for each particular campaign.

We’ll take a look at an example of an optimized email automation campaign, from a coupon landing page lead:
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email 1: 

subejct line: Thanks {{user.first.name}}, here’s your $25 Coupon Code

From: Jessica

email: jessica@SpaHeavan.com

Hi {{user.first.name}},

We’re so pleased to give you a FREE $25 coupon code.  Your code is ready for you at (link to coupon code)

You can redeem your gift by purchasing any product or service from us - online or in-spa. Leisurely browse through our 
online selection here (link to online store).

Over the next few days, we’ll be sending you a few tips to help you relax.

We look forward to providing you with the rest and relaxation you deserve,

Sincerely,

Jessica and the team at

Spa Heaven
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email 2: 

subject line: A relaxation tip just for you...

From: Jessica

email: jessica@SpaHeavan.com

email body:

Hi {{user.first.name}},

Making the time to relax is an essential part of your good health.

Whether you’re at home or in the office, try out this simple tip to help relieve your stress:

•	 Sit still and focus on your breathing. 

•	 Inhale slowly and deeply for eight seconds, then exhale slowly for eight seconds. 

•	 Repeat this five or six times. 

•	 It helps bring more oxygen to the brain.
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Be sure to visit our blog for more healthy living tips (link to your blog).

We look forward to providing you with the rest and relaxation you deserve. 

Sincerely,

Jessica and the team at

Spa Heaven

email 3:

subject line: The health benefits of pampering yourself

From: Jessica

email: jessica@SpaHeavan.com
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email body:

Hi {{user.first.name}},

You have so many responsibilities and other people to take care of. But who is taking care of you?

Studies have shown that making the effort to pamper yourself can trigger a relaxation response. The relaxation response 
can lower your heart heart, normalize your blood pressure, restore your digestive system and even return hormone levels 
to a normal state. 

Pampering yourself with daily relaxation exercises and even a professional massage, can prevent chronic stress and 
future damage to your health. 

Why not use your spa credit towards your next massage?

We offer: 

•	 Thai Massage

•	 Hot Stone Massage

•	 Shiatsu Massage

Sincerely,

Jessica and the team at

Spa Heaven
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email 4:

subject line: Tip for a good night’s sleep

From: Jessica

email: jessica@SpaHeavan.com

email body:

Hi {{user.first.name}},

Getting a good night’s rest restores your body’s health and prepares you for the day’s challenges.

Here’s a tip to help you destress before bed:

•	 Unwind your mind

•	 Read a chapter of a good book, listen to some calming music, watch the Frame TV channel, meditate -- whatever 
allows your brain to separate waking time from sleep time. 

Just a reminder that your $25 gift expires in 3 days. We know you’ll use it wisely.

Sincerely,
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Jessica and the team at

Spa Heaven

email 5:

subject line: Three more relaxation tips just for you...

From: Jessica

email: jessica@SpaHeavan.com

email body:

Hi {{user.first.name}},

Thanks again for being interested in your health and relaxation. We know you are important to so many people and you 
deserve to take care of yourself. We want to help.

Here’s three more tips to support you in your relaxation regime:
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•	 At work? Take ten minutes (or more) on your lunch break to go for a walk around the block.

•	 Visualize. Breathe deeply and think of a place that gives you comfort: a private beach, a garden, a cozy room.

•	 At home? Turn off from work. Shut off your phone and your notification sounds. Don’t take out your laptop. Relax and 
focus on the important things in your home life.

We’d love to keep in touch. Sign up for our weekly health tips, specials, new product offerings and newsletter: (link to 
newsletter sign up landing page)

Sincerely,

Jessica and the team at

Spa Heaven

email automation Campaigns are what keep leads and customers warm over time. By providing them with valuable 
content, coupons and even contests, they will (more often than not) make their first purchase from you and continue to buy 
from you every time a need arises.

For spas, this is especially important, as an average person does not go to a spa every day, or every week. So it’s easy for them to 

forget about the experience they have with you and switch to your competitor if they feel they can provide more value to them when 

the next time arises that they want to have a relaxing spa day.
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chapter 5

measure performance



Rather than discuss vanity metrics, CPC, oCPM or adwords Quality Scores, instead we’ll focus on real world dollars and 
cents - what really matters to your business.

Your spa already knows that the real KPI’s (key performance indicators) are the customers walking through the door, and 
the money in the bank. Wishpond’s analytics and tracking show you conversions in real terms, and make it easy to see 
what kind of return you’re getting for your online marketing investment.

You can see clicks on your ads, click-through-rates to your pages, and conversion percentages across the board. You can 
compare and contrast ad designs, speak to a customer success lead about landing page optimization ideas, or discuss 
retargeting strategies based on clear and visible RoI calculations.

or, we can just give it to you in concrete terms...

so rather than a graph or chart, let’s look at a hypothetical.

let’s say (for the point of math) that your spa’s website is currently seeing internet traffic of 500 people a week.

and let’s say that the page that your traffic lands on currently converts them to a booking at 5%.

each conversion is worth, on average, $100 to your spa (again, for the point of math).

therefore, your website earns your business $2500 a week. with us so far?

now, let’s say that you decide to engage in the online marketing strategies you’ve seen in parts 1 - 4 - an optimized landing 
page, online advertising (either facebook or Google, or both), retargeting, and email automation to nurture a lead into a 
repeat customer.
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a quick look at Google’s Keyword Planner shows that (using the keywords spa, spa treatments, best massage vancouver 
and best spa vancouver) you’ll pay about $350 and generate about 105 clicks.

a quick look at the Wishpond facebook ad tool shows that an ad targeted in Vancouver at people interested in spas, 
massage, thai massage and spa treatments will have an estimated reach of 122,000 people and generate (again) about 150 
clicks per week (with a 70 dollar weekly ad spend). Remember, though, that the conversion rates of facebook traffic is less 
than that of adwords traffic.

this means that your online advertising efforts are driving 255 more visitors to your website, bringing your landing 
page traffic to 755 per week.

now, let’s say that you optimize your landing page with either Wishpond’s templates, or your own a/B Testing. adding an 
appealing image, clear CTa and customer testimonials increase the page’s conversion rate by 30% - upping it to 6.5% - not 
a huge change, but wait...

The boosted landing page traffic, plus the increase in conversion rates, will earn your business $4907 per week - an 
increase of $2407.

But that’s not all.

We’ve left out retargeting. If your page’s new bounce rate is 93.5%, that means that 706 people are bouncing off your page 
without converting.

Because you can retarget those lost customers with new ads, you won’t lose all of them.

In fact, the average click-through-rate on a retargeting ad is between .15% and .25% - meaning that you’ll get back 
anywhere between 10 and 18 of your lost leads each day.
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Those leads have a higher chance of converting than your standard web traffic does, but even if they didn’t they would still 
earn your business about $100 per week (6.5% of 14, times 100).

So let’s break down the RoI on this whole process. Your ad spend was $420 per week. Your retargeting only cost you 
about 10 bucks, and your Wishpond landing page is part of the package.

all for a revenue increase of about $2500 a week, or $130,000 per year.

that’s the difference between hiring a new masseuse and taking out another loan. that’s the difference between 
retiring at 55 and retiring at 60. 

feel free to check our math.

in a nutshell, if you follow our online marketing system and you:

•	 optimize your landing pages

•	 Target with online ads

•	 Use retargeting ad tactics

•	 nurture your leads with email automation

you can expect a 500% return on your investment.

Try it for yourself. Wishpond gives you all the tools you need to succeed, all in one platform. We make it easy to get results.
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ConClusion

Thank you for checking out Wishpond’s Complete Guide to online Marketing your Spa.

If you have any questions, comments, or want to find out more about Wishpond’s comprehensive package of tools, feel 
free to get in touch at support@wishpond.com or 1-800-921-0167.

or, better yet, sign up for a free, no obligation demo tailored exclusively to your business. our customer success leads will 
take you through as many (or as few) of the steps as you’re interested in, and, as always with Wishpond, our prices vary 
based on your business’ objectives.
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Written by: 
James Scherer

content marketing manager

wishpond.com

Thanks for Reading!
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